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LOVE UNVEILED

a midsummer



chair chic The ethereal ceremony was lined with a mix of vineyard 
chairs and chiavari chairs - some which were slipped in a gorgeous array 

of sheer white covers from Revelry Event Design.
starry nights A custom tent was constructed with

three large sky openings to view the beautiful stars that night.

we met at a wedding!
A friend said... ‘You have a connection with that guy.’ I said, 

‘Don't be silly, he's ginger!’  -The Bride

bouquet breakdown Deborah had a single rose bouquet designed by 
Los Angeles-based florist, Mark’s Garden. Made to match her dress, the beautiful 

bloom was a fresh look to the classic cluster.

mirror, mirror As a surprise gift to the couple, wedding planner 
Mindy Weiss had their vows written out on lifesize mirrors placed at the 

entrance of the reception tent.

I always wanted to get married in my grandparents’ secret garden, surrounded by fairies. My wedding planner, Mindy Weiss, knew exactly what I had 
in mind, creating it perfectly. We had a wishing well, a magic gift tree, chandeliers, and hopefully real life fairies! -the bride

they wanted the entire day to feel

 very whimsical
we tried to have little surprises around 
each corner and throughout the property.

- Mindy Weiss



wish them well
If you can dream it, Mindy Weiss Party Consultants can do it! They sourced a vintage wishing 
well where guests could leave heartfelt wishes to the couple in the wooden well bucket.
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Cheers
deborah and brandon!




